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TOWN OF BOW
Conservation Commission
10 Grandview Road, Bow, New Hampshire 03304
Phone (603) 223-3970 Fax (603) 225-2982
Website: www.bownh.gov
Email: conservation@bownh.gov

AGENDA (amended)
Monday, August 22, 2022
7:00 pm – Municipal Building, Room C
6 pm - Site Walk - Aquarion well exploration- Lot 56 (104 Page Road) Town Forest
Items for Consideration/Discussion
1. Aquarion - exploration for well on Town Forest- Lot 56 (104 Page Rd).
2. Coastal Forest Products – Block 2, Lot 173. Proposed expansion project and potential
wetlands mitigation.
3. Turee Pond - VLAP & White Brook VRAP
a. Sampling results, etc.
b. Application for invasives grant for 2023
4. Robertson trail - permit application progress
5. Planning Board item(s)
a. Application #408-22- Nancy Stern-Paulenka & Steven Paulenka - Wetlands Protection
Conditional Use Permit for approximately 1,000 square feet of wetland buffer impact
for driveway to a single-family home. Block 2, Lot 10-F, located at 229 Woodhill Rd.
6. Other items?
a. DHL warehouse - F&G - easement on land
b. Culvert approaches for grants

Unapproved Minutes: June 13, July 18, 2022
Next meeting: September 12, 2022 - 7:00 PM at the Bow Municipal bldg.

Town of Bow
Conservation Commission
SITE WALK NOTICE
Monday, August 22, 2022
6:00 PM
Conservation Commission review of area of proposed well exploration by
Aquarion on Town Forest parcel Lot 9-4-56, located at 104 Page Road.

Please call 603-223-3970 if you have any questions.

8/13/22, 11:49 AM

Re: Morgan Lot - rough estimate of harvest value for timber sale
Bob B <northwoodsfisherman@gmail.com>
Tue 7/26/2022 10:33 AM

To: Conservation Commission <conservation@bownh.gov>

Sandy
Some thoughts for our discussion at the next meeting...
Before we cut any Hemlocks(especially the large mature ones) that are not severely infested, I
would think it would be good to at least discuss treating
the best trees. Not sure what stumpage numbers Ron used for the Hemlocks, but the last I saw
were about $50/thousand board feet, so the hemlocks
would only generate about $250 revenue to the town. It just doesn't seem right killing a healthy
tree over 100 years old for such a little amount of revenue.
States down South are spending resources treating the mature Hemlock trees instead of cutting
them .... for example, the
Hemlock Restoration Initiative in NC ( https://savehemlocksnc.org ).
As a beekeeper I hate the thoughts of systemic treatments(particularly neonicotinoids), but
there are 2 possible systemic treatments that could be
applied that are not lethal for the bees since they don't forage on hemlocks and the insecticide
doesn't impact the soils around them.
They have both been shown to be really effective on the adelgids.
Dinotefuran - which is applied as a basal spray on the trunk. Could be applied by a licensed
applicator at about $9 /inch diameter. Quick acting
but it only lasts about a year. Since it isn't applied to soil, it can be used close to surface water
(25 ft).
Imidacloprid - Applied as a drench at the base of the tree. Binds well to the soil so can also be
applied close to surface water (25 ft). Must be applied by a licensed applicator.
Much cheaper and lasts 3 to 5 years.
Their website has a lot of good videos on how they are applied. There are a couple local
companies licensed to apply either of these in NH.
Would be good to get Ron's perspective on treating vs cutting before we discuss at the
meeting.
Bob

On Mon, Jul 25, 2022 at 9:40 PM Conservation Commission <conservation@bownh.gov> wrote:

Commission membersPer the info I provided to Ron Klemarczyk, the town forester re: discussion at the last
meeting, Ron provided the following rough estimates of timber value from the harvest
discussed (and approved at the last meeting).
If there are any questions, we can discuss at the next meeting (the harvest is planned for
the winter).
Sandy
https://outlook.office.com/mail/sentitems/id/AAQkAGNjYzYxNGE0LTNjZWItNGQ5Yi1iZjFlLWM5MDQxMzA0Y2RjYwAQAMbJ1iW%2Bx3RIr2TQKsOAcuY%3D
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8/13/22, 11:49 AM

Sandy

Sandra Crystall
Chair | Conservation Commission
Town of Bow, NH
www.bownh.gov
All E-mails are for Official Town Business only and privacy should not be assumed. E-mails are public
documents unless subject matter is protected by State or Federal Laws.

From: Ron Klemarczyk <ronklem1@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, July 25, 2022 3:16 PM
To: Conservation Commission <conservation@bownh.gov>
Hi Sandy,
I took another walk through the Morgan lot today. Although the eastern abutter has recently
blazed and painted their boundary line as part of their Conservation easement requirements,
the southern boundary was very difficult to follow and needs to be repainted.
One good thing about moving the log yard to Arrowhead Lane is that there would be only one
intermittent stream crossing instead of the 5 crossings that were used when the log yard was
on the Morgan property. I re-did volumes based on leaving a narrow buffer zone on the rogue
trails as they now all appear to be well-used by the public and leaving the large Ancient trees
of hemlock, oak and white pine.
My rough estimate is as follows, though I will have a more accurate estimate once the lot is
marked and tallied. Red oak 45,000 board feet; White pine 40,000 bd. ft.; hemlock 5,000 bd.
ft.; firewood 35 cords which in today's market would bring in around $ 27,000.00. Deducting
an estimate of $3,200.00 of Forester fees for marking, layout and Administration, plus
marking paint, wetlands permit, mileage and repainting the boundary and another $2,000.00
for the construction of the road into the log yard, the Conservation Commission could net
around $21,800.00. Again, this is an estimate only and I will have a better idea one the lot is
marked and tallied.
Ron
On Fri, Jul 22, 2022 at 12:27 PM Conservation Commission <conservation@bownh.gov>
wrote:

Hi RonSounds good.
The Commission voted to approve the timber sale, but would like to know what the
estimated quantities are (I suspect that the specs that you would develop to seek bids
are what we'd like to see.). Bob wanted to see some large hemlocks remain, despite the
wooly adelgid.
I will send you a separate email about the Robertson trail -- additional info needed for
permitting.
Thanks!
Sandy

Sandra Crystall
Chair | Conservation Commission
Town of Bow, NH
https://outlook.office.com/mail/sentitems/id/AAQkAGNjYzYxNGE0LTNjZWItNGQ5Yi1iZjFlLWM5MDQxMzA0Y2RjYwAQAMbJ1iW%2Bx3RIr2TQKsOAcuY%3D
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8/10/22, 7:51 PM

RE: 8/3/22 BDC Meeting
Nick Golon <ngolon@tfmoran.com>
Wed 8/10/2022 10:57 AM

To: Conservation Commission <conservation@bownh.gov>;Bryan Westover <bwestover@bownh.gov>
Cc: Kiera Monet <KMonet@bownh.gov>

Bryan - The Merrimack River watershed, HUC 01070006. Wetlands Bureau may ask us to narrow
the focus, but if we can find a site in Bow, that would be ideal.
Sandy – would you like someone from our Team to attend the 8/15 meeting?
Nicholas Golon, P.E.
Principal

TFMoran, Inc.
From: Conservation Commission <conservation@bownh.gov>
Sent: Wednesday, August 10, 2022 10:44 AM
To: Bryan Westover <bwestover@bownh.gov>
Cc: Kiera Monet <KMonet@bownh.gov>; Nick Golon <ngolon@tfmoran.com>
Subject: Re: 8/3/22 BDC Meeting

BryanThank you for this information. We can add the mitigation topic to the Conservation
Commission's agenda for discussion on Monday evening 8/15.
Sandy

Sandra Crystall
Chair | Conservation Commission
Town of Bow, NH
www.bownh.gov
All E-mails are for Official Town Business only and privacy should not be assumed. E-mails are public documents
unless subject matter is protected by State or Federal Laws.

From: Bryan Westover <bwestover@bownh.gov>
Sent: Wednesday, August 10, 2022 8:33 AM
To: Nick Golon <ngolon@tfmoran.com>
Cc: Kiera Monet <KMonet@bownh.gov>; Conservation Commission <conservation@bownh.gov>
Subject: RE: 8/3/22 BDC Meeting
Thanks Nick.
By chance, do you have something that can identify the area of “same watershed as the impacted
wetlands”?
Thanks,
Bryan
https://outlook.office.com/mail/inbox/id/AAQkAGNjYzYxNGE0LTNjZWItNGQ5Yi1iZjFlLWM5MDQxMzA0Y2RjYwAQAAlwaI3v0Ek7gwPARYAODt4%3D
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8/10/22, 7:51 PM

Sandy – Nick is referring to a proposed expansion at Coastal Forest Products – Block 2, Lot 173.

Bryan Westover
Assistant Planner | Community Development Department
Town of Bow, NH
603-223-3900
603-223-3972 (Direct)
www.bownh.gov
All E-mails are for Official Town Business only and privacy should not be assumed. E-mails are public documents
unless subject matter is protected by State or Federal Laws.

From: Nick Golon <ngolon@tfmoran.com>
Sent: Tuesday, August 9, 2022 12:23 PM
To: Bryan Westover <bwestover@bownh.gov>
Subject: RE: 8/3/22 BDC Meeting
Hello Bryan,
Wanted to follow up on our discussion with the Bow Business Development Commission for the
Coastal Forest Products Master Plan expansion and local mitigation opportunities for the
anticipated wetland impacts. Based on the current design we have identified approximately 78,690
sf. of wetlands impact, which based on the minimum compensatory mitigation ratios of the State
(10:1) would require a mitigation parcel of no less than 18.06-acres. Relative to the characteristics
of the mitigation land NHDES has put together the attached guidance which outlines some useful
information but in general the land should be located within the same watershed as the impacted
wetlands, abut land that already is subject to conservation interest, minimum of 100’ feet wide, and
be comprised of 50% or more uplands (non-wetlands).
If the Bow Conservation Commission has recommendations for mitigation sites, please let me
know and we can begin an evaluation of the property. Questions/comments on anything project
related feel free to call or email.
Best,
Nick
Nicholas Golon, P.E.
Principal

TFMoran, Inc.
48 Constitution Drive
Bedford, NH 03110
Tel: (603) 472-4488 Fax: (603) 472-9747

https://outlook.office.com/mail/inbox/id/AAQkAGNjYzYxNGE0LTNjZWItNGQ5Yi1iZjFlLWM5MDQxMzA0Y2RjYwAQAAlwaI3v0Ek7gwPARYAODt4%3D
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Draft

07-06-22

DRAFT
95661.04 ARCO‐DHL, BOW NEW HAMPSHIRE
LEGAL DESCRIPTION
PROPOSED CONSERVATION EASEMENT
A certain tract or land situated on the northerly side of N.H. Route 3A in the Town of Bow,
County of Hillsborough and State of New Hampshire, more particularly bounded and
described as follows:
Beginning at the northeasterly corner of the Proposed Conservation Easement at the
Northeasterly corner of Map 40 Block 2 Lot 164 at a point that lies S 00°50’03” W a distance of
0.45 feet from a fieldstone bound, at the land now or formerly of Public Service Company of
New Hampshire, thence;
Along the land of Public Service Company of New Hampshire S 26°39'14" W a distance of
268.27 feet to an Iron Rod, thence;
Continuing along land of Public Service Company of New Hampshire S 38°55'41" W a distance
of 182.33 feet to a fieldstone bound, thence;
N 00°31'46" E a distance of 541.44 feet running through the land of the Grantor to an Iron Pin
to be set at the land now or formerly of 164C Dunklee LLC, thence:
Along the land now or formerly of 164C Dunklee LLC S 55°11'44" E a distance of 280.00 feet to
the point of beginning.
Said Proposed Conservation Easement having an area of 67,838 S.F. or 1.557 Ac. more or less.
Said Proposed Conservation Easement is more particularly described and shown on a plan
entitled “Map 40 Block 2 Lot 164 Conservation Easement Plan” Bow Distribution Center, 683
Route 3A, Bow New Hampshire. Dated: July 7, 2022. Scale: 1” = 80 ft. Prepared for: Credit
Warehouse Realty, LLC. Prepared by: TF Moran, Inc. Said plan to be recorded at the
Merrimack County Registry of Deeds.

8/15/22, 5:44 PM

Deed Restriction & Conservation Easement - 1403 NH Route 3A Bow
McDonald, Michael J. <mmcdonald@fbtlaw.com>
Mon 8/15/2022 4:38 PM

To: Conservation Commission <conservation@bownh.gov>
Cc: Sprecher, Christina M. <CSprecher@fbtlaw.com>;Douglas, Luke
<Luke.M.Douglas@wildlife.nh.gov>
3 attachments (925 KB)
DRAFT CONSERVATION EASEMENT ARCO-DHL BOW - 4875-1542-1741.1.pdf; DRAFT LEGAL DESCRIPTION
CONSERVATION EASEMENT - 4895-2868-7661.1.pdf; Deed Restriction and Conservation Easement - Bow NH 4877-7029-1245.6.docx;

Good afternoon,
I am an attorney working with DHL Supply Chain on putting together a Deed Restriction and
Conservation Easement for a portion of the property located at 1403 NH-3A, Bow, NH, 03304, as
described in the attached legal description and identified as the “Proposed Conservation
Easement” in the attached site plan. DHL is the tenant on the property.
I have been in contact with Luke Douglas of the NH Fish & Game Department (copied on this
email), who has approved of the draft Deed Restriction and Conservation Easement (attached) as
satisfying the Department’s stipulations with respect to the conservation purposes for the easement
area.
Attached for your review and approval is the initial draft of the Deed Restriction and Conservation
Easement. Please review and return comments to my attention, if any. This project is very timesensitive, so the sooner we receive feedback and approval the better. Thank you in advance.
Disclaimer: As DHL has not yet had an opportunity to review this draft, we must reserve the right to
modify the document based on their comments.
Respectfully,
Michael

Michael J. McDonald
Attorney at Law

One Columbus Center
10 West Broad Street, Suite 2300
Columbus, OH 43215-3484
614.872.2112 Direct
614.464.1211 Main
203.448.0943 Mobile
614.464.1737 Fax

Mansfield Rule TM Certified
Plus 2021

mmcdonald@fbtlaw.com
|

[www.frostbrowntodd.com]frostbrowntodd.com

https://outlook.office.com/mail/inbox/id/AAQkAGNjYzYxNGE0LTNjZWItNGQ5Yi1iZjFlLWM5MDQxMzA0Y2RjYwAQAOg56WsnjEOfnDQeuus3wIs%3D
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8/15/22, 5:44 PM

NOTICE: This electronic mail transmission is for the use of the named individual or entity to which it is directed
and may contain information that is privileged or confidential. It is not to be transmitted to or received by anyone
other than the named addressee (or a person authorized to deliver it to the named addressee). It is not to be
copied or forwarded to any unauthorized persons. If you have received this electronic mail transmission in error,
delete it from your system without copying or forwarding it, and notify the sender of the error by replying via email
or by calling Frost Brown Todd LLC at (513) 651-6800, so that our address record can be corrected.

https://outlook.office.com/mail/inbox/id/AAQkAGNjYzYxNGE0LTNjZWItNGQ5Yi1iZjFlLWM5MDQxMzA0Y2RjYwAQAOg56WsnjEOfnDQeuus3wIs%3D
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NH Department of Environmental Services Volunteer Lake Assessment Program
Current Year Chemical and Biological Data
TUREE POND - BOW
8/16/2022
Station ID

Station Name

Zone Depth

Startdate

Activity ID

Color

Cl

Chl-a

ANC

PH

Secchi
NVS

TURBOW1B

TURBOWBC
R

TURBOWBC
RE

TURBOWD

Turee Pond-1B

Turee Pond-Bow
Center Rd

Turee Pond-Bow
Center Rd East

Turee Pond-Deep
Spot

Comp

Epi

TURBOWDD

Turee PondDrainage Ditch

2.5M

1.5M

Cond

Turb

VS

3/31/2022

2022-108

57.40

208

4/27/2022

2022-199

45.70

175

5/23/2022

2022-390

43

179

6/28/2022

2022-1341

55.20

3/31/2022

2022-110

62.30

222

4/27/2022

2022-201

62.80

240

5/23/2022

2022-393

58.30

228

6/28/2022

2022-1343

80.50

7/27/2022

2022-2372

73.30

3/31/2022

2022-112

210

721

4/27/2022

2022-202

170

576

5/23/2022

2022-394

240

789

6/28/2022

2022-1342

353

6/28/2022

2022-1349

5.21

7/27/2022

2022-2376

5.91

6/28/2022

2022-1339

110

81.80

11.60

6.51

2022-1340

100

81.80

11.50

6.17

7/27/2022

2022-2369

110

82.30

13.60

6.65

4/28/2022

2022-204

568

2022-205

586

6.75

203

0.22

6.57

266

0.71

6.60

300

1.34

1085

3.74

281

0.73

281

0.61

307

1.46

6

2.25

1.53

2.6750

1.73

Please Note: pH (units), TP (mg/L) (ND = < 0.005 mg/L), Cond (UMHOS/cm), Secchi (M) VS = ViewScope, NVS=NonViewScope, EC = E. coli (cts/100mL), Turbidity (NTU),
ANC (mg/L), Chloride (mg/L), Chl-A (mg/M3), Color is Apparent Color (PCU)
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NH Department of Environmental Services Volunteer Lake Assessment Program
Current Year Chemical and Biological Data
TUREE POND - BOW
8/16/2022
5/23/2022

2022-395

671

6/28/2022

2022-1370

795

6.32

2360

<0.15

TURBOWFPI Turee PondFirehouse Pond
Inlet

6/28/2022

2022-1344

84.10

6.74

291

1.03

7/27/2022

2022-2370

75.80

6.70

313

1.32

TURBOWFP
O

3/31/2022

2022-111

49.70

177

4/27/2022

2022-203

50.20

188

5/23/2022

2022-391

51.50

208

6/28/2022

2022-1347

65.60

6.67

231

0.36

7/27/2022

2022-2371

59.90

6.68

255

0.71

6/28/2022

2022-1348

84.50

6.73

280

0.62

7/27/2022

2022-2375

74.60

6.71

312

0.88

3/31/2022

2022-107

41.90

186

5/23/2022

2022-396

48.30

211

6/28/2022

2022-1345

62.20

6.84

239

0.74

7/27/2022

2022-2373

53.60

6.81

251

1.30

3/31/2022

2022-109

86.60

302

4/27/2022

2022-200

104

364

5/23/2022

2022-392

70.30

249

6/28/2022

2022-1346

117

6.71

392

0.68

7/27/2022

2022-2374

135

6.67

516

0.48

TURBOWDD

TURBOWO

TURBOWSI

Turee PondDrainage Ditch

Turee PondFirehouse Pond
Outlet

Turee Pond-Outlet

Turee PondSeasonal Inlet

TURBOWWR Turee Pond-White
C
Rock Hill Rd
Culvert

2115

Please Note: pH (units), TP (mg/L) (ND = < 0.005 mg/L), Cond (UMHOS/cm), Secchi (M) VS = ViewScope, NVS=NonViewScope, EC = E. coli (cts/100mL), Turbidity (NTU),
ANC (mg/L), Chloride (mg/L), Chl-A (mg/M3), Color is Apparent Color (PCU)
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VLAP CHEMICAL PARAMETER EXPLANATIONS

pH

TOTAL PHOSPHORUS

Definition: pH is measured on a logarithmic scale of 0 to
14. Lake pH is important to the survival and
reproduction of fish and other aquatic life. A pH below
5.5 severely limits the growth and reproduction of fish.

Note: The phosphorus results during the summer are reported by the
DES State Chemistry lab with the units “mg/L”. To convert to “ug/L”,
move the decimal point over three places to the right.

pH (units)
<5
5.0-5.4
5.5-6.4
6.5-8.0

Category
Acidified
Critical
Endangered
Satisfactory

ACID NEUTRALIZING CAPACITY (ANC)
Definition: Buffering capacity or Acid Neutralizing
Capacity (ANC) describes the ability of a solution to
resist changes in pH by neutralizing the acidic input to
the lake. Historically, the waters of NH have had low
ANC because of the prevalence of granite bedrock. The
relatively low ANC values mean that NH surface waters
are vulnerable to the effects of acid precipitation.
ANC (mg/l as CaCO3)
<0
0-2
2.1-10
10.1-25
>25

Category
Acidified
Extremely Vulnerable
Moderately Vulnerable
Low Vulnerability
Not Vulnerable

TURBIDITY
Definition: Turbidity in the water is caused by
suspended matter (such as clay, silt, and algae) that
cause light to be scattered and absorbed, not
transmitted in straight lines through water. High
turbidity readings are often found in water adjacent to
construction sites. Also, improper sampling techniques
(such as hitting the bottom sediments or sampling
streams with little flow) may also cause high turbidity
readings. The Class B standard for a water quality
violation is 10 NTUs over the lake background level.
Statistical Summary of Turbidity Values for NH Lakes and
Ponds:
Turbidity (NTUs) Category
<0.1
Minimum
22.0
Maximum
1.0
Median

Definition: Phosphorus is the most important water
quality parameter measured in our lakes. It is the
nutrient that limits algae’s ability to grow and
reproduce. Phosphorus sources around a lake typically
include septic systems, animal waste, lawn fertilizer,
erosion from roads and construction sites, and natural
wetlands.
Total Phosphorus (TP) Ranges for New Hampshire Lakes and
Ponds:
TP (ug/L)
Category
1-10
Low (good)
11-20
Average
21-40
High
>40
Excessive

CONDUCTIVITY
Definition: Conductivity is the numerical expression of
the ability of water to carry an electrical current. It is
determined by the number of ionic particles present.
The soft waters of New Hampshire have traditionally
had low conductivity values. High conductivity may
indicate pollution from such sources as road salting,
septic systems, wastewater treatment plants, or
agriculture runoff.
Note: Specific categories of good and bad levels can not be
constructed for conductivity, because variations in watershed
geology can result in natural fluctuations in conductivity.
However, values in NH lakes exceeding 100 uMhos/cm
generally indicate human disturbance.

CHLORIDE
The chloride ion (Cl-) is found naturally in some surface
ground waters and in high concentrations in seawater.
Research has shown that elevated chloride levels can be
toxic to freshwater aquatic life. In order to protect
freshwater aquatic life in New Hampshire, the state has
adopted acute and chronic chloride criteria of 860 and
230 mg/L respectively. The chloride content in New
Hampshire lakes is naturally low, generally less than 2
mg/L in surface waters located in remote areas away
from habitation. Higher values are generally associated
with salted highways and, to a lesser extent, with septic
inputs.

VLAP BIOLOGICAL PARAMETER EXPLANATIONS
CHLOROPHYLL-A
Definition: VLAP measures chlorophyll-a, a pigment
found in plants, as an indicator of algal abundance.
Because algae is a plant and contains chlorophyll-a, the
concentration of chlorophyll-a found in the water
provides an estimation of the concentration of algae.
Chlorophyll-a (ug/L)
0-5
5.1 – 15
>15

Category
Good
More than desirable
Nuisance Amounts

WATER CLARITY (SECCHI-DISK TRANSPARENCY)
Definition: The Secchi-disk is a 20cm disk with
alternating black and white quadrants used to measure
water clarity (how far a person can see into the water).
Transparency, a measure of water clarity, is affected by
the amount of algae, color, and particulate matter
within a lake.
Water Clarity (m)
<2
2-4.5
> 4.5

Category
Poor
Good
Exceptional

Note: Clarity may vary depending on the maximum depth of
the lake/pond. For example, if the maximum depth of the
pond is 3 meters, a good clarity reading would be 2-3 meters.

APPARENT COLOR
Definition: A visual measure of the color of water. This
color is generally caused by decaying organic matter or
by naturally occurring metals in the soils, such as iron
and manganese. A highly colored lake generally has
extensive wetlands along the shore or within the
watershed, and often a mucky bottom, conditions often
associated with eutrophic waters.
Color (PCU)
Category
0-25
clear
25-40
light tea color
40-80
tea color
>80
highly colored
DEFINITION OF UNITS
cts/100ml= Counts per 100 millileters. E. coli concentration.
m= meters. Used to measure Secchi disk depth.
mg/L = Milligrams per liter. Acid neutralizing capacity, chloride,
and dissolved oxygen concentrations.
NTUs = Nephelometric turbidity unit.
ug/L = Micrograms per liter. Total phosphorus and
Chlorophyll-a concentration.
uMhos/cm = Micromhos per centimeter. Conductivity measure.
PCU = Platinum cobalt unit. Apparent Color measure.

BACTERIA (E. COLI)
Definition: E. coli is a natural component of the
intestines in humans and other warm-blooded animals.
E. coli is used as an indicator organism for
bacteriological monitoring because it is easily cultured
and its presence in the water in defined amounts
indicates that sewage MAY be present. If sewage is
present in the water, potentially harmful pathogens
may also be present.
The state standards for Class B waters specify no more
than 406 E. coli cts /100mL in any one sample, or a
geometric mean based on at least 3 samples obtained
over a 60-day period be greater than 126 E. coli
cts/100mL. For designated beach areas, more stringent
standards apply: 88 E. coli cts/100 mL in any one
sample, or a geometric mean of 3 samples over 60 days
of 47 E. coli cts/100 mL.

PHYTOPLANKTON
(Note: Phytoplankton results will be included in the annual VLAP Report)

Definition: Phytoplankton are microscopic algae floating
in the water column. The type of phytoplankton
present in a lake can be used as an indicator of general
lake quality. An abundance of cyanobacteria (such as
Anabaena, Aphanizomenon, Oscillatoria, or Microcystis)
may indicate excessive phosphorus concentrations or
that the lake ecology is out of balance. Diatoms (such as
Asterionella, Melosira, and Tabellaria) and goldenbrown algae (such as Dinobryon or Chrysosphaerella)
are typical of NH’s less productive lakes.
DISSOLVED OXYGEN
Definition: Dissolved Oxygen or “DO” refers to the
volume of oxygen contained within the water. Much of
the DO in lakes comes from the atmosphere, inflowing
streams and photosynthesis. Fish and other aquatic life
depend on DO to survive. Seasonal changes can affect
DO concentrations throughout the year. Warmer
temperatures during the summer speed up the rates of
photosynthesis and decomposition. When plants and
algae die and decompose, oxygen is consumed. This
decreases the amount of oxygen, especially in the uncirculated hypolimnion (lower) water layer. In the
winter, under ice cover, the DO content can also deplete
due to the lack of circulation from the atmosphere.
DO levels above 5.0 mg/L are considered sufficient for
most aquatic life, although some cold water fish species
require higher DO levels.
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20
21
22
23

1. Eversource Energy - Application # 406-22 - Wetland Protection Conditional Use Permit for

24
25
26
27
28
29
30

Ms. Jessica Hunt with Stantec, representing Eversource, distributed paper copies of the plans and
described the project, which parallels the H 145 line, which was the subject of a previous CUP and
site walk. She described the work on the structures, wetland and buffer impacts, and use of timber
matting for temporary wetland crossings and existing accesses. Ms. Ashley Friend, with
Eversource, mentioned that the single timber monopoles will be replaced with steel monopoles,
which may be 5-10 feet higher to meet current codes/codes. Ms. Crystall noted the functions and
values evaluation received and how the project meets the CUP criteria.

31
32

Mr. Ball made a motion that the CC supports the Wetland CUP and recommends approval. Mr.
Grene duly seconded; motion passed, 3-0.

33
34
35

2. Eversource Energy - Application #407-22 - Wetland Protection Conditional Use Permit for
139,006 sq. ft of wetland impact and 213,129 sq. ft. of wetland buffer for replacement of utility
poles along the C196 and Q171 Transmission lines (multiple easements and parcels).

36
37

Ms. Crystall explained that the site walk scheduled for the earlier in the evening was cancelled due
to the rain storm.

38
39

Ms. Lindsey White with GZA, representing Eversource, and Ashley Friend, David Creer and Claire
Schenck of Eversource were present.

40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48

Ms. White distributed paper copies of the plans and described the Eversource proposed project -- to
replace poles along the two transmission lines, which run parallel to each other. Eversource is
looking to replace 33 existing structures, 19 along C196 and 14 along the Q171 line. Utilizing
existing access roads as much as possible and where access has to cross wetlands, timber matting is
used and removed once project is completed. There are several road crossings, including some new
areas. They have submitted an Alteration of Terrain Permit application for upland access for
grading. They will be submitting a Wetlands Statutory Permit By Notification (SPN) for this work
with timber matting. These are two-pole H-frame structures that will be replaced with similar
structures. Ms. White asked if there were any questions.
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Bow Conservation Commission
July 18, 2022
Unapproved Minutes
The regular meeting of the Bow Conservation Commission was held on Monday, July 18, 2022, at
7:00 PM in Room C of the Municipal Office building at 10 Grandview Road. Chair Sandy Crystall
called the meeting to order at 7:05 pm
Members present: Sandy Crystall, Bob Ball and Alexander Grene. Dik Dagavarian and Tina Blanks
were excused.
Items for consideration
8,182 sq. ft of wetland impact and 31,211 sq. ft. of wetland buffer for replacement of utility
poles along the H137 Transmission line (multiple easements by River Rd., Garvin’s Falls Rd.
Route 3-A, Ferry Rd, and Lincoln Dr.).
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49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58

Mr. Ball noted on page 5, the access from Bow Bog Road looks very wet. Ms. White responded
that wetlands were originally delineated in 2016; they have wetland scientists do wetland
confirmation, but do not hang flags at that point. Flags are hung before construction starts, which is
anticipated in October, so new flags have not been hung yet. Mr. Ball noted that the access is all
cattails. It seems like there are other alternatives on the north side, which may be longer but have
less impact on wetlands. Ms. Friend mentioned that they can do some field recon and check it out
with an engineer and team members. It looks like there is more vegetation there and may be steeper.
Ms. Friend added that the construction work will sometimes use a bridge-matting technique that
protects the wetland and allows for passage by animals. Ms. Friend said that they can look at it and
can let us know.

59
60
61
62
63
64
65

Mr. Ball also noticed that a section on page 3 that he walked to structure 47, where Eversource is
crossing the existing wetland with existing road, there was a wetland impact previously that looks
like it was never restored, the vegetation (grasses) is not there. Ms. Crystall noted that the functions
and values evaluation noted ATV impacts but Mr. Ball mentioned that the tracks were larger
vehicles. Mr. Ball asked if the impact had been made during the mowing, the wetland was
impacted. Mr. Ball asked what procedures are in place to ensure such areas are revegetated
properly?

66
67
68

Ms. White stated that she was not able to speak to the mowing and vegetation maintenance work in
the right of way (ROW), it is a newer area, she has not been personally been out to for proposed
work although she ahs been out to H53 several times.

69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77

Ms. White explained the restoration requirements. She mentioned for structure replacement
projects, they need to submit a stormwater pollution prevention plan (SWPPP) as part of NPDES
compliance, and required restoration is 85% for structure replacement projects. They also conduct
restoration monitoring to confirm stabilization. Ms. Friend stated that stabilization would be 85%
vegetative cover or gravel, so there are no sedimentation issues. they monitor weekly and every 1/4inch rain event until areas have reached stabilization for structure replacement projects. Ms. White
stated that they cannot speak to what is out there -- if it is from vegetation work or ATVs, but as far
as this project is concerned they do their due diligence. If there is exposed soil now, they will go
back.

78
79
80

Ms. Friend stated that if in the future there are locations that you want to ----, they are more than
happy to have their consultant go out and flag the wetlands ahead of the site visit. They need 3-4
days notice to do so.

81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89

Mr. Ball followed up by asking sked about mowing -- do they mat when they conduct the mowing?
Ms. White responded that in certain wetlands they will. The vegetation maintenance equipment is
under the 4 psi tire pressure limit, so they are not supposed to create rutting. If there is a substrate
that they know will result in ruts, they will mat proactively before doing that work. They submit
SPNs to the state for this work as well. One SPN submitted was submitted in March for the
vegetative work this year. Mr. Ball asked about how the maintenance crews know where the
wetlands and buffers are when they mow it? He has seen a lot of vegetation being cut in the
wetlands, including shrubs like winterberry. Ms. White introduced Tyler Nicoletti, with Project
Services ---he handles the vegetation maintenance work.

90
91
92
93
94
95
96

Mr. Nicoletti stated that what Mr. Ball is referring to is the NH07 projects, TRP - Transmission
Right of Way Reliability Program, which ran the length of the A253 line, which is co-located with
the two lines being discussed. They mow for incompatible species a 25-foot width on the lines for a
height of 15 feet up to 25 feet at maturity. Any work in the wetland should be done by hand and
anything outside the wetland is done by machine, using tracked equipment. an excavator with a
mowing head, and then they will come in and do hazard tree removal. Mr. Ball again asked how
they know where the wetland is, Mr. Nicoletti said it should be marked.
2
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97
98

Ms. White mentioned that the work has already occurred in the corridor, so by this past week, the
flags would have potentially been cut if it as right on the boundary.

99
100
101
102
103
104

Mr. Nicoletti mentioned that if there is a spot that the Commission wants to have reviewed, he can
take it back to the team and review that location. Mr. Ball mentioned that the corridor has high
ecological value for the town. Mr. Nicoletti mentioned that they try to leave compatible species -those that are less than 15 feet at maturity, and mentioned that it is difficult in some locations where
the vegetation is intertwined. Ms. Crystall asked what species are incompatible -- likely trees? Mr.
Nicoletti responded -- yes, mostly maple, birch and poplar are being removed.

105
106
107
108
109
110

Mr. Ball asked if Fish and Game is involved in the review of the plans. Ms. White responded that
they are involved in the SPN review with the state. The vegetation maintenance side of the
operations has a data share agreement with Fish and Game, so they have set BMPs for species for
the active and inactive seasons, which is coordinated on an annual basis. GZA helps run that
process with Eversource and Fish and Game on a yearly basis. Mr. Nicoletti stated that this colocated section is maintained every three years -- maintenance was just finished in June.

111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124

Mr. Ball mentioned the roads that are being built for access, which opens up opportunities for
vehicles like ATVs to drive in and cross these wetlands that were matted. He asked about the
potential to gate these, getting permission from the owners. Ms. Friend responded that they work
with the property owners -- they usually only have an easement. Ms. Friend mentioned that Claire
Schenck is from Project Services. She sends out notices and works individually with each property
owner through the life of the project until restoration is done, and addresses any concerns that come
up. Ms. White acknowledged that it is an unfortunate consequence to creating these access areas.
Ms. Schenck mentioned that they have not spoken with anyone about gating. When asked, Mr. Ball
suggested the one on Bow Bog Road and mentioned that the right of way crosses town-owned
property. Ms. Crystall noted that Nottingcook Forest was in the area. Ms. White mentioned that
they are happy to work with the town. Ms. Crystall noted that they entire ROW is open, so where
does one put a gate? Ms. Friend noted that putting a gate where the access road starts will deter big
vehicles from using the access road. If they need to close off the ROW, they usually add big
boulders.

125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137

Mr. Ball noted that in Dunbarton gates have been installed. Mr. Grene asked if any of the access
roads are new or are they existing and being upgraded. Mr. Ball mentioned that the one on Bow
Bog is new. Ms. White responded that the wetland is right off the road. Mr. Grene raised a question
about the requirements in the DES wetlands rules, Env-Wt 521.06. Ms. White responded that the
Wetlands Bureau has jurisdiction over the wetlands but not the upland, where the access roads are
being improved/ constructed. The impacts in the wetlands are only temporary. Mr. Grene asked
about the use of timber matting. Ms. White mentioned that the mats are placed when the work is
underway and then they are removed when the work is done. Ms. Friend mentioned that the
contractors have a finite amount of timber mats. The five months of anticipated work means two or
three days in an area, starting in September; the majority of work completed by December.
Restoration likely in March /April. Mr. Grene noted that the town ordinance mentions having all
the permits in place. Ms. Crystall mentioned that the town wants to ensure that they have applied for
the appropriate permits and they cannot do the work until they have all the permits.

138
139
140
141

Ms. White made a request regarding the access off Bow Bog Road to the north that the Commission
identified, once they do the field review and make the determination to use that crossing instead,
would the Commission be okay with email correspondence rather than coming before the
Commission again. Commission members indicated that would be okay.

142
143
144

Ms. Friend noted that they are more than happy to work with landowners who are experiencing
trespassing on their property, but will not be sending out a letter to landowners asking them if they
want a gate. All landowners are notified of the construction project and points of contact are
3
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145
146
147
148

provided. Mr. Creer stated that he tends to work with the municipalities, when they are requesting
access through town land, it's not uncommon for the DPW director to ask about a gate. When they
reach out to DPW and town admin, they will discuss if they want a gate. Some individuals would
prefer to add rocks.

149
150
151
152

Ms. Crystall mentioned that the Conservation Commission and Bow Open Spaces are responsible
for the Nottingcook property, so we would like to be asked, to help in minimize the potential for
ATVs. Ms. White asked what the street name is for the location by Nottingcook. It appeared to be
Abbey Road toward structure 43.

153
154

Mr. Ball made a motion that the CC recommends approval of the Wetland CUP to the Planning
Board with the following conditions:

155
156

1. Eversource conduct a review of the Bow Bog access and communicate to us that there is
no other option.

157
158

2. Eversource notify the Commission when restoration of the work areas has been
completed.

159
160

3. Contact owners regarding interest in blocking access, including the town land and gates
at Nottingcook.

161

Mr. Grene duly seconded; motion passed, 3-0.

162
163
164
165

Ms. Friend offered to do a raincheck on the site walk, even if it is after the Planning Board meeting
on Thursday. Ms. Crystall mentioned that after looking at the Bow Bog location, that may good.
Mr. Creer gave his contact information to Ms. Crystall and requested the specific location of the
gate, so that we are all talking about the same spot.

166

3. Potential timber harvest on Morgan Lot

167
168

A site walk was held with Ron Klemarczyk to review the Morgan Lot town forest for a potential
timber harvest was held Wednesday at 5:30 pm.

169
170

Mr. Grene mentioned that it seemed that Mr. Klemarczyk had a good grasp on what needed to be
done and how it could be done responsibly..

171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179
180

Mr. Ball questioned about removal of the hemlocks. Since the value of the timber is low right now,
what is the value of removing the large hemlocks? Mr. Ball recognizes the value of the trees even if
woolly adelgid is a threat. Mr. Ball acknowledged that he was unclear about how much hemlock
would be removed. Ms. Crystall suggested that the removal of some of the hemlock was to allow
other species to come in, since hemlocks tend to create forests with no herbaceous vegetation.
(52:03). She mentioned that Mr. Klemarczyk will put his estimated timber out to bid and we can see
what comes in. Ms. Crystall mentioned that for the last timber harvest, there was only one bid
submitted, as the proposed harvest was considered very small. Mr. Ball asked, when he replies, will
Mr. Klemarczyk note how much of each species is proposed for harvest? Ms. Crystall noted that
Mr. Klemarczyk will calculate the proposed harvest size and type of wood removed.

181
182

Ms. Crystall noted that the timber management plan needs to be updated and she would like to see
the forest carbon aspect considered.

183
184

Mr. Grene made a motion to approve going forward with the potential timber harvest. Mr. Ball
duly seconded; motion passed, 3-0.

185

4. Moose plate grant/ other grants/ Culvert discussion on Branch Londonderry Tpk -- class 6 road

186
187
188

Ms. Crystall noted that she put this topic on the agenda but had not reviewed the grant information.
She has been following up on the Class 6 question, after Mr. Ball highlighted that at least one
culvert on a Class 6 road is in poor shape, especially for fish and aquatic organism passage. Per the
4
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189
190
191
192
193
194

NH municipal association, if the road is declared an Emergency Lane, the town can spend money
on it for safety and welfare purposes. She also contacted DES to ask if they were aware of any Class
6 culvert replacements or issues. This led her to contact Mr. Klemarczyk, who is on the
Conservation Commission in Hopkinton. Apparently in Hopkinton, there had been an issue with a
beaver dam/ flooding and culvert replacement there. She has sent an email to the Town Manager,
asking about any Class 6 roads that have been declared emergency lanes.

195
196
197
198

Ms. Crystall mentioned that someone (on behalf of a conservation interest) made an inquiry to the
real estate agent about the Cullen property (Smokey/Nesbitt/ Robinson Rd). There may be some
opportunity, although the timing for any land purchase would be challenging, given that additional
grant funds have their own specific cycles.

199
200
201
202
203

Mr. Ball mentioned that the culvert on the Branch Londonderry Turnpike had been assessed as
shown on the NHDES Aquatic Restoration Mapper. The mapper shows the culvert as partially
blocked. Ms. Crystall displayed the information on the large monitor. The culvert is depicted as
being overtopped and has a one square mile drainage area. Mr. Ball mentioned that the town owns
the land to the south and the grant requires landowner approval.

204
205
206

Ms. Crystall mentioned that a few years ago, Commission members had assembled information on
grants, what kinds of projects were eligible, etc. Mr. Ball mentioned that the ARM fund has
supported work on the culverts on the Warner River.

207

5. Robertson Trail

208
209
210
211
212
213
214
215
216
217

Ms. Crystall described where things are with the wetland application. She is trying to use Ron's plan
to meet the requirements of the current rules. He proposes three culverts in the 160 feet of wetland
crossing with 2 feet of rock of two sizes. Ms. Crystall distributed information about the quote from
Ron Klemarczyk to do the work. She had contacted him again because he had noted that the costs
would be less if less time was needed, but had not stated what the estimate was based on (timewise). The estimate was inside of $10,000. She noted that the permit fee included ($25) in the quote
would be more and so authorization for the quote would be the $10,000 plus the cost of the wetland
permit. The estimate is based on external support -- no reliance on the DPW, other than the cost of
the culverts. A question arose about the cost of the culverts in the quote. Ms. Crystall distributed
copies of Mr. Klemarczyk's plan. Three culverts for the wet area and two for the access trail.

218
219
220

Ms. Crystall mentioned that two independent trail consultants who walked the trail section (for one
Dik was present), suggested similar approaches -- the larger rock and the culverts. The site has no
real channels -- it is dispersed flow through the area.

221
222

Ms. Crystall would like to get approval for the quoted amount (close to $10,000) plus the wetland
fee so she can complete the permit and get it submitted.

223
224

Mr. Ball made a motion to approve $10,000 and costs of wetlands permit with final numbers to be
reviewed with the final plan.. Mr. Grene duly seconded; motion passed, 3-0.

225

6. Turtle Signs

226
227
228
229

The Conservation Commission was contacted by email about wanting to post turtle signs by the
Safety Center because the turtles cross the road and get hit. The public works department was not
amenable to posting such signs. Ms. Crystall emailed the Fish and Game Department to learn more
about their efforts in other municipalities. She had not heard back.

230

7. Planning Board items:

231
232

Reagan Trust subdivision - Ms. Crystall described this proposed subdivision that will be before the
Planning Board. No new road will be required, so no Alteration of Terrain permit and no wetlands
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233
234

permit, nor a Wetland Conditional Use permit. There are some potential archeological features on
the parcel, as noted by the Heritage Commission.

235

8. Other Items

236
237

Ms. Crystall mentioned that NHDES issued a Request for More Information (RFMI) to the
applicant for the Macauley (Sawmill) subdivision, which included our comments.

238
239
240
241
242
243
244
245
246
247
248
249
250
251
252
253
254
255
256
257
258
259
260
261

Ms. Crystall mentioned that for the NRI Story Map, the Conservation Focus Areas tab doesn't
display conservation easements on private land. The Commission may want to consider adding the
layer.
Mr. Ball mentioned the next set of samples to be taken on White Brook and asked if they should get
phosphorus sample downstream. Ms. Crystall encouraged the taking of the sample, as recent
sampling at the downstream location on White Brook has shown increased conductivity and
chlorides as compared with upstream locations. Mr. Ball acknowledged that he will plan to take a
phosphorus sample.
Ms. Crystall mentioned that the Commission had received a copy of an alleged violation letter from
NHDES for a property at the bottom of Logging Hill Road where a timber harvest had been done.
When NHDES subsequently inspected the site, they determined that there was no violation. The
Commission received a copy of the follow-up letter as well.
9. Minutes
The June 13, 2022 minutes were not reviewed as most members in attendance were not present at
this meeting.
Mr. Ball made a motion to approved the July 6, 2022 minutes, duly seconded by Mr. Grene. Motion
passed 3-0.
Mr. Grene made a motion to adjourn the meeting, duly seconded by Mr. Ball, motion passed, 3-0.
The meeting was adjourned at 8:46 pm.
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